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Online Theme Luncheons
AROUND THE WORLD IN 8 DAYS
MAY 15–19, 2019

Online Theme Luncheons are different than those at a physical Houseparty. You will receive your
theme luncheon gift in the mail directly from the theme luncheon presentor. These gifts should
arrive in time for opening during the online Houseparty if your registration is received by APRIL 15,
2019. Late registrations may not receive their gifts prior to the opening of the OLHP event. The
instructor's presentation will be sent to you either in printed format or you will be sent information
with a link to the presentation with your gift. All fees include shipping cost and payments must
be made in US Funds..
TL1 – CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH AND BALLOONING BY JANET SMITH
$69 US MEMBERS ⬧ $74 (US FUNDS) CANADA/MEXICO MEMBERS ⬧
$79 (US FUNDS) INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS
How about a beautiful balloon ride over wine country ending in a continental brunch served outside with, naturally
mimosas?! That’s what you’ll get in this theme luncheon. Since much of the gift is 3D printed, we will touch on some
of the basics of 3D printing. But you’ll also get instructions for making the continental breakfast, including a fruit plate
and a basket of pastries. The gift includes a finished roombook set. What’s a roombook? This is a quarter scale
vignette that includes open book structure that sits on top of two closed books and is housed in a plastic case. The
books/graphics for this exclusive roombook kit (only available through this theme luncheon) goes along with our
“Around the World in 8 Days” theme. Also included are the picnic table to eat on, the food and, of course, the
mimosas!
TL2 – The Magic of Mary and the Whimsy of Mackenzie! by Ginger Landon-Siegel
$98 US MEMBERS ⬧ $104 (US FUNDS) CANADA/MEXICO MEMBERS ⬧ $107 (US FUNDS) INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS
Whether you love the eccentric, whimsical artistry of Mackenzie-Childs or the colorful inspirational images of Mary
Engelbreit, both have a way of putting a smile to your face. The brightly decorated dollhouse by ME is familiar to
most miniaturists, but, did you know that Mackenzie-Childs miniaturized their furniture, glass and pottery pieces to fill
a magnificent 2” scale dollhouse as well? Mackenize once said, “I’m going to be playing as my work and my work will
be my play!” So, in that spirit come “play” with me in the virtual world. We’ll explore their artistic progression through
photos, fun facts and short stories. Your gift, a ¼” scene ready for display, plus some fun extra surprises, will have
either a Mary or Mackenzie theme, YOU WILL CHOOSE!

TL3 – ATTAINING THE PERFECT FIGURE OR THE “AGONY” OF FASHION BY RACHELLE SPIEGEL
$108 US MEMBERS ⬧ $114 (US FUNDS) CANADA/MEXICO MEMBERS ⬧ $117 (US FUNDS) INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS
Through the ages people have reshaped the body in order to be fashionable, generally by adjusting the shape of the
figure and undergarments, which either pare down or add on, to obtain the “perfect figure.” Women’s attire often
included several of these often-uncomfortable additions to the costume. In our theme luncheon hour, we will track
the history of fashion through photos and miniature examples and reveal how our ideal of the perfect figure has
changed. Each participant will receive a finished one-inch scale mannequin clothed in mid-19th century
undergarments and patterns and instructions to create some garments on your own.
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